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This is a vast and important publication. An expanded and updated version of Wulf’s doctoral dissertation 

(Bonn), it exhibits both a deep familiarity with surviving archival evidence characteristic of his Doktorvater 

Manfred Groten as well as Wulf’s own clear vision of medieval Cologne’s social and constitutional 

development at the parish level. Cologne was unique among the medieval German towns and cities of the 

Empire for its many parishes (p. 19), which makes comparative history difficult. Therefore Wulf has 

deferred to Arnd Reitemeier’s earlier Habilitationsschrift for such comparative analysis (»Pfarrkirchen in 

der Stadt des späten Mittelalters. Politik, Wirtschaft und Verwaltung«, Wiesbaden 2005) and instead now 

simply added Cologne to the conversation (Reitemeier having virtually excluded Cologne from his study 

given its complexities). 

Several aspects emerge in this voluminous study which characterize Wulf’s approach and resulting 

insights. Above all, his greatest contribution is the integration of Cologne’s parishes with the historical 

development of the city’s constitution at the local and municipal levels. He avoids the traditional »city 

versus church« approach and instead presents the parishes as a critical nexus of urban history where 

clergy and laity engaged one another on a daily basis in ministry, community, and service. Thus, instead of 

the older historiography’s focus on conflicts between a progressive citizenry and a reactionary clergy, what 

appears here is an account of the negotiations and collaborations between priesthood and laity, the latter 

thereby crafting a significant role in parochial administration of church fabric, buildings, endowments, 

schools, and even some level of participation in the appointment of parish priests. Finally, the 

thoroughness with which Wulf integrates the massive source base from both the Historisches Archiv der 

Stadt Köln and the Historisches Archiv des Erzbistums Köln provides a convincing case for the centrality 

of the parish community’s role in the city’s historical formation, which has often been overlooked in favor of 

a traditional focus on city-wide constitutional development.

The first chapter narrates the emergence of the many parishes of Cologne, beginning with the first phase 

of ninth-century rural collegiate foundation parishes located outside the Roman wall until their inclusion 

within the new walls of 1180 (St. Gereon/St. Christoph, St. Severin, St. Kunibert/St. Lupus, St. Ursula, 

St. Pantaleon/St. Maritius) as well as the urban Altstadt parishes within the Roman wall and thus under 

the jurisdiction of the cathedral church (St. Columba, St. Laurence, St. Alban, St. Caecilia/St. Peter). Over 

the next three centuries phase two then produced the parishes on the periphery of the Altstadt (Holy 
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Apostles, St. Maria im Kapitol/Klein St. Martin, Groß St. Martin/St. Brigida), and finally stage three 

provided the parishes of the growing suburbs (St. Georg/St. Maria Lyskirchen, St. Georg/St. Jacob, 

St. Severin/St. John the Baptist, St. Andreas/St. Paul, St. Ursula/St. Maria Ablaß). The two parishes 

serving the cathedral district (St. John the Evangelist, St. Maria im Pesch) are then discussed separately 

given their unique service to the members of the archiepiscopal household. The key point made 

repeatedly in this chapter is the heterogeneity of parochial origins and development: with some parishes 

under cathedral authority and some parishes either in the patronage of or directly attached to collegiate 

churches and monasteries, all of which varying greatly in their demographic, economic, and social-political 

makeup, no systemic or unified pattern of development emerges until the sixteenth century.

Phase four in Cologne’s medieval parochial history (13th century) is characterized by emerging lay 

participation in parish financial administration. Wulf hastens to assert here that this major era of Cologne’s 

history, characterized as it was by both a massive program of church building as well as civic 

emancipation from archiepiscopal secular lordship, did not evince any uniform, city-wide expansion of lay 

administrative control over the parishes. Rather, this era’s lay vitality was evidence of the growing spiritual 

need for pastoral ministry (cura animarum) in a rapidly growing urban population. Even as the laity sought 

a role in jointly approving the uses of their pious gifts to the church, the administrative functions they 

thereby took on in the parishes did not emerge in a uniform or city-wide process but rather were the result 

of parish-by-parish negotiations with their respective clergy. One therefore cannot simply equate and 

conflate the success of lay civic resistance to archiepiscopal secular lordship in this era with lay conquest 

of parish administration over recalcitrant clergy. Innenstadt parishes, where the wealthiest and most 

powerful families resided, led the way in these negotiations for more lay administrative oversight of parish 

assets (e. g. St. Laurence, St. Peter, and St. Alban) and this trend reached its apogee during the central 

phase of patrician control of the city from the Overstolz faction’s victory over the Weisen (1267/1268) to 

the first half of the fourteenth century. Periodic parochial friction between laity and clergy centered 

primarily around an ultimately futile effort of the former to obtain Mitbestimmungsrechte in the appointment 

of new parish priests, given collegiate and cathedral chapter patronage rights over prebends as well as 

growing use of papal reservations. Where leading lay families in the parishes did make headway, 

however, was in the administration of their own endowments to the parish churches – the Stiftungsboom 

of lay bequests in the fourteenth century in particular (e. g. for church fabric, chapels, chaplains, masses, 

lighting, poor relief) required the administrative skills of lay Kirchmeister to assist parish priests in 

managing these funds (which were often located in real estate rents from distant properties outside the 

city). Yet this never amounted to a systemic, widespread, and generally applicable administrative structure 

of all parishes in Cologne as much previous literature has asserted once existed by this time. 

Another major contribution of this book is its clarification of the often poorly understood relationship 

between Cologne’s parishes and its civic administrative districts known as the Sondergemeinden. These 

districts were originally based on and often remained coextensive with parish boundaries, even using the 
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parish names themselves as well as the term parrochia. Such overlapping jurisdiction and terminology has 

led to much confusion in modern narratives of Cologne’s medieval urban history. And since these 

Sondergemeinden are often considered not merely administrative districts but also the earliest creations of 

civic self-governance from which the Gesamtgemeinde would emerge, it is critical to understand their 

relationship to the parishes. Wulf remains agnostic about the date of the Sondergemeinden origins since 

this is an issue secondary to his focus on the parishes; but he follows Groten’s suspicion that their origins 

lay in the system of civic defense and new city walls established in the 1106 war of succession between 

Emperor Henry IV and his son Henry (V), which does not preclude parishes being obviously older than the 

Sondergemeinden. More importantly, however, Wulf makes patently clear that although members of 

leading lay families in the various parishes held offices both in parish administration (Kirchmeister) as well 

as in Sondergemeinden civic administration (Amtleute), these two offices remained distinct and were 

never melded into one administrative entity. Hence, as the city’s constitutional development reached the 

late thirteenth century, the distinction between parish and Sondergemeinden actually became sharper: 

while the parish was a spatial-social-spiritual unit, the Sondergemeinden were civic administrative units 

with increasingly less natural affinity with individual parishes. And so the social history of lay leadership in 

the parishes did not automatically result in the constitutional history of the city co-opting the parishes as 

administrative units. Amtleute and Kirchmeister offices were definitely held by particular groups of leading 

laymen in the parishes, but the administrative functions were never thereby institutionally fused. Parish 

administration was never leveraged by leading lay families against clerical authority in the city in concert 

with Sondergemeinden administration. 

Patrician families continued to dominate parish life during the fourteenth century, especially in St. Brigida, 

St. Alban, Klein St. Martin, and to a lesser degree in St. Columba. Yet after the Weavers’ Revolt and the 

1396 Revolution a rapid decline in patrician control ensued. Such a social-political transition on a city-wide 

basis was also reflected at the parish level: both the Kirchmeister and Amtleute associations were 

thereafter dominated with newly influential families in control of the Rat and the mayor’s office. Indeed, 

these were the leaders of the new political and economic power in Cologne – the Gaffeln (Himmelreich, 

Windeck, Eisenmarkt, as well as the Goldsmiths and the Woolamt), half of whom were Neubürger. This 

sharp break at the city-wide level offices (City Council, Mayor, Amtleute of Sondergemeinden) was not, 

however, as clearly evidenced at the parish level, where evidence remains of the continued presence of 

old patrician families in the office of Kirchmeister. 

Finally, Wulf considers the fundamental reformation of the parishes that took place in the fifteenth century 

– a process long in developing yet without any discernible divisions resulting in parish life. The abuse of 

absenteeism was curtailed through forced residency requirements on parish priests, though growing papal 

reservations for such prebends also produced long lists of priests awaiting collation (a process markedly 

confused during the Great Schism) and lengthy litigation over such parish appointments. The wealthier 

inner-city parishes became prebends for the newly established university professors, who also served the 
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city as judges, ambassadors, and university fraternity heads as well as parish priests. Lay claims to rights 

of joint appointment of new parish priests therefore were de facto curtailed, though such remained active 

in the parishes of St. Columba, St. Alban, and St. Laurence. Secure ecclesiastical incomes for parish 

priests mitigated against lay involvement in their dispensing. Conversely, by the fifteenth century the 

parish priest no longer had a significant role in the daily administration of the parishes, with Kirchmeister 

required to give to the priest only half of the offerings from masses on high holidays (the other half being 

kept for the church fabric). And after years of parochial litigation against papal reservations, in 1503 the 

pope granted papal confirmation of the administrative privileges of all Cologne parishes. Yet even these 

transformations exhibited a range of variance across parishes, with the wealthiest, most prosperous and 

politically powerful parishes of the Innenstadt leading the way in lay involvement while the poorer, less 

prosperous and less powerful parishes on the periphery continued to have significant de facto 

administrative leadership by the parish priests, especially the old foundation churches dependent on 

St. Kunibert, St. Gereon, and St. Severin. In all this one sees communal negotiation and collaboration 

between clergy and laity at the parish level, in which their distinctive roles in parish administration and 

ministry were worked out over time.

Parishes were neighborhoods and as such provided a social and spiritual framework for the city. Ironically, 

as civic authority became increasingly centralized by the end of the fifteenth century – at the expense of 

the Sondergemeinden themselves which were stripped of their roles as civic courts – the parishes 

ultimately outlasted these administrative districts and also continued to provide the glue of local 

community life which those social-political associations lacking a spatial basis (e. g. Gaffeln, Rat) simply 

could not provide to its citizens. This is likely why even in the sixteenth century those civic administrative 

assignments requiring intense local collaboration – night watchmen, fire crews, poor relief, communication 

of decrees and alarms, even civil defense – continued to be administered at the parish level. Essentially, 

Wulf assures us, Cologne’s medieval parishes were never caught up in the fundamental conflicts of the 

city’s elites (lay and clerical), and thus sustained and ultimately bequeathed to early modern Cologne a 

social fabric conducive to a consensus-oriented politics.

Though any volume of this scope contains redundancies that could use some streamlining, especially 

when temporal narrative exists alongside conceptual analysis. But the only disappointment of this author 

was the mere two-page conclusion after some five hundred pages of reporting and documentation. This 

was a missed opportunity to make a more fulsome analytical statement of historiographical significance, 

which Wulf had clearly earned the right to offer by dint of his remarkably thorough research and 

representation to that point. All this is to say that there are several new and seminal insights in this volume 

which will help shape historical scholarship on medieval Cologne for a long time to come. And this is to be 

very much welcomed, because given the collapse of the Stadtarchiv in 2009 we shall not likely see an 

opportunity for an archival research project of this magnitude again in our lifetime.
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